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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this study was to determine the
combined effects of the use of high-pressure compaction and fly
ash as a partial replacement for portland cement on the
compressive strength development of prepared miniature compacts.
Also of interest were the effects of high-pressure compaction on
the porosity, the hydration process and the pozzolanic reaction
in the prepared compacts. An additional objective was to
produce data which could be used to investigate the production
of ultra-high-strength mortar and concrete cubes from large-scale
high-pressure compaction.

B. BACKGROUND

Current concrete technology has produced concrete with
compressive strengths from 10,000 to 12,000 psi (70 to 80 MPa).
Generally, this has been created by optimizing the concrete
constituents, and using special additives. Current practice and
theory say, however, that, for specialized uses, a portland
cement concrete material with strength approaching 20,000 psi
(140 MPa) may be produced by reducing both porosity and
strength-reducing void space in the microstructure of the paste-
matrix material. This should be possible by high-pressure
compaclion and by adding pozzolanic mixtures such as fly ash to
bring about increased cementitious binding.

C. SCOPE

The test parameters chosen for study in the laboratory
investigation included: (1) percentage of porosity, (2)
percentage of replacement of portland cement with fly ash, (3)
curing time, and (4) limited accelerated curing of the prepared
compacts.

1



SECTION II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. PRESENT STATUS

In recent decades, the construction industry has placed
increased reliance on concrete which develops compressive
strengths of 10,000 to 12,000 psi (70 to 80 MPa) in relatively
short times (References 1,2). The consistent production and
usage of concrete with strengths significantly greater than this
remains, however, more difficult to achieve, because of many
variables influencing the development of strength in such a
heterogeneous material as portland cement concrete (Reference 3).
In practice, production of concrete at the 10,000 to 12,000 psi
(70 to 80 MPa) strength level generally depends on optimization
of the constituent materials (aggregate, cement, water, and
various admixtures in the proper combinations) and quality
control in the mixing, batching, and placement techniques
(References 4,5,6,7,8).

In addition, to produce a concrete with compressive strength
at the ultra-high-strength level of 20,000 psi (140 MPa), it is
necessary to significantly increase the strength of the weaker
binder or matrix material in a given concrete batch. According to
current practice and theory, the amount of porosity present in a
matrix material is the most influential factor concerning
strength. Thus, to produce an ultra-high-strength material, the
microstructure of the matrix must be modified to significantly
reduce porosity level (Reference 3,9,10,11,12,13). This can best
be done by high-pressure compaction and increased cementitious
binding.

B. STRENGTH IN A CONCRETE AND MORTAR

In a concrete batch, the matrix is actually the "glue" which
binds the various sizes and types of aggregate together. Because
the aggregate often has far superior strength than the matrix
material, the strength of the matrix material must be improved
for a higher strength material to be achieved (Reference 3).

The microstructure of the matrix material is the controlling
factor for matrix strength (Reference 3). The matrix is
initially a two-component system consisting of anhydrous cement
and water. When the cement particles are exposed to water, the
major cement compounds, namely tricalcium silicate (C3S),
dicalcium silicate (C S), tricalcium aluminate (C A), and
tetracalcium aluminofe~rite (C AF) begin hydration 3and the
formation of cement gel and cal~ium hydroxide. Most of the
cement gel is composed of calcium-silicate-hydrates (C-S-H),
which are primarily responsible for strength in a matrix
material. The calcium hydroxide is believed to have no major
impact on strength other than the occupation of detrimental void
space and increased surface area contact between the different
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particles of the matrix (Reference 13). However, in the presence
of a pozzolan, it becomes a vital part of the hydration process.

As the hydration process proceeds, the gel effectively coats
the cement particles with various layers of hydration products.
Within a few hours after the beginning of the hydration process,
the matrix material consists of the cement gel, remaining
unhydrated cement material, available free water, and void space
or porosity. The majority of the porosity has developed as the
hydration of the cement particles has "used" the available water
in the vicinity, creating a remnant of water-filled space in the
hydrating paste. The amount of cement gel or hydration product
will continue to increase while sufficient water is available to
encourage the hydration process. Current theory states that the
cement gel product can only form in the void provided by the
exchange of available free water through the hydration process.
During this process, the surface area of the gel solid product
increases tremendously (Reference 3,12,13,14).

The strength of the cement paste is developed as the cement
gel hydration product continues to form around each cemnent
particle and expands outwardly as hydration proceeds, increasing
the amount of surface area contact between the various components
in the paste. It is generally believed that two types of
cohesive bonds give the matrix material its strength. one is
the physical attraction between the surfaces of the hydrated
cement particles known as van der Waals forces. The second type
of cohesion is made up of the interlocking and interwoven
filaments, fibrals, and plate-like formations of the hydration
product. This type of bond provides the greatest strength in
the paste material (Reference 12).

Both of these bonds, however, are highly dependent upon the
amount of surface area of the various hydration products in
contact and the distance between these products. This surface
area contact is a function of the amount of void space created by
the depletion of the surrounding water in the hydration process.
The void space caused by the depletion of water has the most
significant impact on the strength of the matrix material
(References 3,12,13,14). This is the reason for the relationship
between a lower water-cement ratio and a higher resulting
compressive strength in a normally prepared portland cement
mortar or concrete.

Excluding the larger voids which occur due to improper and
insufficient consolidation in a mortar or concrete, two types of
voids or pores develop in a paste during the hydration process
and contribute to the total porosity of the matrix. One type,
gel pores, exists within the cement gel product as interconnected
spaces or voids between the fibrous, interwoven filaments of the
gel product. In normally hydrated cements, gel pores are an
integral part of the hydration product and, typically, occupy
approximately one-fourth the total volume of cement gel
(References 12,13). As the hydration process proceeds and the
cement gel increases in volume, the gel pore space will increase



by the same degree and continue to occupy approximately one-
fourth the total volume of hydration product. Gel pores are
considered to have less influence on the engineering properties
of a hydrated portland cement paste than other types of voids and
pore space (References 3,12,13,14).

The other type of pores, termed capillary pores, is the
larger of the void spaces present in the paste and is defined as
the space which exists between the various hydrating cement
particles. The influence of the initial amount of water used in
the formation of the paste on the resulting capillary porosity is
extreme, because increasing amounts of water will further
separate the individual cement grains, making sufficient particle
surface area contact increasingly difficult (Reference
3,12,13,14).

The total amount of capillary porosity present in the paste
depends on the amount of water used in its formation and the
consolidation effort applied to the freshly mixed paste. The
total volume of the capillary porosity in a paste decreases as
the volume of the hydration product increases, depleting
available water from the surrounding vicinity and replacing that
space with cement gel (Reference 3,12,13,14). Because of this,
it is highly beneficial to use extremely low water-cement ratios
and to reduce potential void space between the individual cement
particles before the hydration process begins (Reference 15). In
the production of ultra-high-strength portland cement paste, the
elimination of substantial amounts of this type of porosity is a
primary concern and the high-pressure compaction of anhydrous
portland cement is particularly well-suited to this objective.

C. THE STRENGTH - POROSITY RELATIONSHIP

The physical properties of a portland cement paste depend on
its internal structure and porosity. Extensive research
supports the conclusion that compressive strength increases as
porosity decreases and material density increases (References

411,19,20,24,31). The following summary focuses on four
relationships developed from previous work. The relationship
which established the framework for cement strength - porosity
research in this century was probably developed by Abrams in 1919
(Reference 15). Abrams' concept stated that the strength of a
portland cement paste is inversely related to the initial water-
cement ratio used in its formation.

This concept was later expanded by T.C. Powers who developed
the minimum water-cement ratio needed for the complete hydration
of all cement pastes. Pastes with ratios in excess of the
minimum water form deleterious capillary porosity and reduced
strength (Reference 13).

Another strength, porosity, on water-cement ratio
relationship significant to concrete strength technology is based
on the concept that the strength of a portland cement paste is
proportional to the increase in the gel/space ratio. Developed
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by Powers and Brownyard, this relationship states that the
strength of a material is directly proportional to the
concentration of the hydration products developed in the space
available for the hydration to occur (Reference 13).

This relationship is expressed in the form:

S = (S o)X n(1

where S is the predicted strength of the paste,

S 0 is the intrinsic strength of the cement gel
(i.e.X=1),

X is the ratio of gel volume to gel volume plus
capillary porosity (Gel/Space Ratio),

n is a constant, depending on the cement
characteristics, and typically is a value in the
range of 2.6 to 3.0.

The rationale of this equation is to relate the compressive
strength which could be achieved to the e-tual hydration product
formation and initial water-cement ratio. When water is combined
with the anhydrous cement material, the quantity of available
space for hydration product formation equals the amount of space
occupied by the mixing water. After a certain degree of
hydration, the available space becomes the volume of hydration
product plus the capillary pores that exist. There is a
significant relationship between a lower volume of capillary
pores and the corresponding increase in the concentration of the
hydration product in the space available for the hydration to
occur, indicating an increasing amount of surface area contact
among the many components in the hydrating matrix. It can then
be deduced that strength in a portland cement paste increases as
the surface area contact between the various hydration products
increases.

As the porosity of a portland cement paste decreases and the
strength increases, the matrix material will behave as a brittle
material and its mechanical properties such as strength may be
compared with those of ceramic materials (Reference 11). With
the high-pressure compaction of anhydrous cement, the porosity is
significantly reduced, resulting in ultrahigh strengths. It is
then appropriate to use a relationship which defines the
porosity-strength relationship for various types of brittle,
low-porosity, high-strength materials.

This relationship is:

S=S 0e kp(2)
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where

P is the fractional porosity at a given tine, and

K is a constant which depends on the system being
studied (References 11,13).

This relationship is well-suited to portland cement
materials, because of the wide range of porosity values --r which
the expression holds true. In addition, as the porosity level
approaches very low values, the compressive strength increases

* tremendously.

While this relationship is an excellent model of the general
relationship between porosity, hydration, and strength for
normally prepared cement pastes, other factors (such as cement
composition, morphology and bonding properties of the hydration

* products) also affect the strength of cement paste, especially
after it has hardened (set) (Reference 31). This is
particularly true in the case of highly compressed, low-porosity
portland cement pastes.

According to work by Relis and Soroka, other factors have
been found to produce excellent strength correlations for the

*extremely low-porosity range produced by the high-pressure
compaction of anhydrous cement powders (Reference 31). This
work is based on the rationale that the three components of a
set cement, namely porosity, hydration product, and unhydrated
cement are interrelated and a change in one will result in a
change of the other two. If it is assumed that both porosity and

4' the amount of hydration product in the matrix are influential to
strength, then in a low-porosity system the strength of a
hydrated cement will increase with an increase in the volume of
hydration product and a decrease in the porosity level. It is
possible for the unhydrated cement grains to be stronger than the
C-S-H gel hydration product formed, which would mean that a large
concentration of unhydrated cement material would also contribute

* to compressive strength (Reference 31).

From this concept, the following relationship was developed:

S (Whpx G c)Pf(3)

where W hpis the weight concentration of hydration product
* formed, h

G c is the weight concentration of unhydrated cement,

Pf is the final porosity in fractional form.

Using this equation, excellent results have been obtained
for up to 28 days of curing (Reference 31). For periods greater
than 28 days, other age factors appear to apply, and this
relationship does not correlate well with actual strengths.
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Several conclusions can be drawn concerning the
relationship between compressive strength and porosity conditions
in portland cement pastes, mortars or concretes. They are:

1. Porosity is inversely related to strength. When
porosity of the system is decreased, the compressive strength
increases (water -cement ratio law).

2. If more water is used than is needed for hydration,
* strength is reduced.

3. The formation of hydration products produces higher
* strengths by decreasing porosity and increasing the amount of

surface area contact between the many particles composing the
matrix.

4. In most instances, porosity has the greatest influence
in strength development for portland cement systems, however, at
extremely low-porosity levels, concentration of unhydrated cement
material may have considerable influence on the strength.

These conclusions can help in understanding the importance
of the high-pressure compaction in the production of a high-
strength material. If the compaction is performed on an anhydrous
portland cement, the effects of excessive amounts of water are
eliminated because the necessary moisture for hydration is
imbibed through porosity existing between the cement particles.
Thus, high-pressure compaction of anhydrous portland cement is an
attractive method of producing a high-strength system.

D. HIGH-PRESSURE COMPACTION

The objective of high-pressure compaction is to increase the
surface area contact and consequently reduce the void space
between the powder material so that interparticle forces may
develop which will produce high strengths (Reference 16). This
may be accomplished by particle sliding or rearrangement, plastic
and elastic deformation of the material being compacted and
particle fragmentation (Reference 17). Figure 1 shows a
schematic representation of these three processes (Reference 18).

Two interrelated stages occur in application of high-
pressure to a particulate material. These are (1) the process by
which the particulate material will attain a state of close
packing or low-porosity and (2) the process by which the
particulate materials cohere between themselves, resulting in a
high-strength material. This second process is commonly
accomplished by various methods of adhesion and aids
significantly in producing the stable, high-strength, condition
(Reference 18).

The first stage in the compaction of particulate material is
the general rearrangement of the particles to obtain a condition
of closer packing or lower porosity. This occurs as the
material chooses a "path of least resistance* and the material
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Compaction Process in
Particulate Material (Reference 18)

Cparticles slide next to and in between each other. The
elimination of the larger voids is the primary occurrence at this

- ~ stage. At this point, much of the compaction energy input is
dissipated in overcoming the interparticle frictional forces
which exist at material contact points. For fine ceramic
powders, it has been found that under the comparatively low

* pressures induced in this initial stage, one-half to one-third of
4. the total sample volume reduction will occur (References 16,18).

The second stage in the compaction process occurs as
increasing pressures are applied and depends on the elasticity
and plasticity of the compressed powder particles in further
obtaining a reduction in voids. Plastic deformation and fracture
of the material particles are common during this stage. Under
the higher pressure associated with this stage, the particles
will either fracture or deform plastically and flow into the
available voids, reducing the spaces remaining from the first
stage. This action results in increased surface area of
interparticle contact and, therefore, increases the area
available for interparticle bonding. If the particles fracture,
large reductions in sample volumes may occur, a common
characteristic of brittle materials. Substantial amounts of
particle interlocking may occur depending on the geometrical
properties of the particles (References 16,18). Rough textured,
sharp! angular particles interlock better than smooth-surfaced,
spherical particles.

These various stages take place simultaneously throughout
all portions of the powder material as the compaction pressure is
applied and continues until the porosity and void content of the
sample approaches zero and the compact density approaches the
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true density of the component materials. Throughout both stages
of the compaction process, elastic compression of the trapped air
and the particulate materials occurs. As the pressure becomes
extremely high, the void - porosity system will become fully
disconnected, consisting only of very minute isolated pores
throughout the system. As this destruction of the void -

porosity system occurs, extremely high internal gas pressures
develop and the compression of the material results in the
storage of elastic energy. When the compaction pressure is
released, a great deal of stored energy will also be released.
Thus, current technology indicates that release of the compaction
pressure on the compact sample should be done gradually to
eliminate the risk of total compact disintegration (References
16,18).

During the process of compacting particulate materials,
particle shape, texture, strength, plasticity and elasticity
influence the results. Studies have shown that, as the reduction
in the larger voids occurs, an increase in the number of smaller
voids also occurs. Initial gradation of the material has a
significant effect on the amount and type of void reduction which
occurs. Studies have shown that compaction of single-size
particles results in higher amounts of particle fracture.
However, with the inclusion of a range of sized particles,
researchers have found that the amount of fracturing diminishes
significantly (Reference 17).

The type of machinery used also affects the goal of
producing the highest density possible. Frictional forces
commonly develop along the walls and the top and bottom of the
pressing die. These frictional forces produce shear forces at
the wall-particle interface resulting in nonuniform pressure
distributions. Theoretically, the compacting pressure should be
transmitted throughout the material, providing uniform pressure
and constant density. This is not the case, however, as the
frictional forces lead to various points of weakness in a
pressure-produced compact. Various lubricants can reduce this
frictional effect; however, they may have a detrimental effect on
the strength produced (References 16,18). Figure 2 shows a
typical pressure contour pattern which may develop in a high-
pressure compact (Reference 18).

9
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* Figure 2. Typical Pressure Contours Which Develop in
Prepared Compacts (Reference 18)

E. HIGH-PRESSURE COMPACTION OF PORTLAND CEMENT POWDERS AND PASTES

A thorough search of the literature yielded very little
information on the high-pressure compaction of portland cement

*systems. The search, however, provided substantial amounts of
information concerning the high-pressure compaction of portland
cement pastes and anhydrous powder (References 19,20,21,22,24,25,
31).

* From the literature surveyed, the high-pressure compaction
of both cement pastes and anhydrous cement is typically performed
with the aid of a specifically designed die or mold (References
20,22,23). High-pressure compaction of a material with a die
consists of the placement of the anhydrous powder or cement paste
in the die chamber and the insertion of a plunger into this
chamber to compact the material. The degree of powder compaction
can either be limited by the stroke of the ram or by the level of
compaction effort applied (References 20,22).

Because of the extremely high production pressures, dies
must be made of high-strength materials. To eliminate as much of
the friction as possible between the plunger and the die walls,
dies must be made of hardened steel with smoothly tooled
surfaces (References 20,22). The tolerance of fit between the
plunger and the die chamber is also critical, because powder
under pressure will "escape" around the plunger, leading to an
increase in the friction between the plunger and the die walls.
In many instances this friction is reduced with the use of
special lubricants such as stearic acid or mold oils (References
19,20,24).
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Generally, high-pressure compaction produces small
specimens, whether with anhydrous cement, paste or mortar
(References 19,20,21,22,23,24). This is because smaller
specimens permit the use of smaller capacity production equipment
such as hydraulic presses and because more specimens can be made
more quickly and cheaply under stricter quality control
conditions (Reference 22). Compacts of 1 cubic centimeter are
commonly produced (Reference 22). Samples have been produced as
cubes, cylinders, and disks (References 20,21,22,23).

The level of compaction pressure varied and seemed to depend
on the general intent of the individual laboratory program and
the limits of the available equipment. The lowest compaction
pressure in the literature was 1500 psi (10.3 MPa) while the
highest appeared to be 116,000 psi (800 !4Pa) (References 20,21).
The rate of loading was seldom mentioned in the literature. Two
values reported were 4,380 psi (30.2 MPa) per minute in one
instance and 11,220 psi (77.4 t'Wa) per minute in another
(References 20,22).

Researchers seem to think it is advantageous to hold the
production pressure for a spefified period once the desired
pressure level has been reached (References 19,20,22,23,25).
In these studies typical holding times of 1 to 3 minutes were
commonly used, with excellent results. However, it appears that
holding the production pressure for an excessive amount of time
has little effect on the initial porosity of the compact or its
ultimate compressive strength (References 19,20,22,23).

For an anhydrous material, the quality control of the
prepared compacts was much better than for a paste or mortar
material (Reference 22). There were no complications concerning
the correct amount of water and the mixing. Calculation of the
initial porosity of the unhydrated compact was simple as the
specific gravity of the powder, bulk weight and and bulk volume
provided this value. The mixing water content in this type of
compact will be essentially the volume of the void within the
cube which will be filled with water upon immersion, and the
initial porosity of an anhydrous compact will be a crude measure
of the water-cement ratio for a orepared compact.

A unique phenomenon makes paste material attractive for
high-pressure compaction tests, because there is an optimum water
content for each production pressure. This is defined as the
water content at which water from the paste material was not
pressed out as a specific compaction pressure was applied
(Reference 21). This optimum level decreases as the compaction
pressure increases.

The optimum water content is unusual, because compacts
prepared with amounts of water increasing from zero to the
optimum level exhibited increasing density, while compacts
prepared with water contents above the optimum level, exhibited
lower densities. The strengths at early ages followed the same
pattern; i.e., increasing with higher density and lower porosity.



However, over time, the effects of this initial finding became
less evident due to the formation of hydration products
(References 19,21). In summary, it appears that with high-
pressure compaction of portland cement, a certain optimum water
content actsz as a lubricant between the individual particles of
cement resulting in denser, lower-porosity materials at a given
production pressure.

Studies show that cements with lower specific surface areas
(coarser material) compacted at the lower production pressures,
produce compacts cf lower apparent specific volumes (Reference
20). This means that for the compaction of coarser materials,
the resultant porosity is lower than that of the finer materials.
This relationship is more evident for the lower production
pressures. Concerning the importance of particle size
distribution, it appears that a mix combination of two-thirds
coarser particles with one-third finer particles will result in
the lowest porosity for a given production pressure (Reference
20). A similar coarse-aggregate to fine-aggregate ratio is
needed for a well-graded concrete mix.

In the formation of portland cement compacts there is
difficulty in controlling the porosity and dimensions of the
prepared compact because of expansion upon the removal of the
compaction pressure. This is typically overcome by taking the
expansion into account and adjusting the quantity of initial
material inserted into the die. In this way, fairly constant
results can be obtained. This expansion primarily depends upon
the characteristics of the powder (References 20,22).

Another problem is termed the "detachment of end caps,"
referring to the formation of small cracks around the perimeter
of the prepared compact at the surface where the plunger applied
the compactive pressure. These cracks usually extend into the

4compact and intersect internally at a certain distance. This
results in a "cap-like" failure on that surface of the compact
(Reference 20).

Possible explanations for this failure are:

1. Nonuniform powder distribution in the die chamber before
the compaction pressure is applied may result in shear
concentrations, resulting in nonuniform expansion upon release
of the compaction pressure.

2. Insufficient rigidity in the material of the die wall
* may allow the compacted material to expand radially during

compaction causing a shear failure at the point of pressure
* application.

3. Residual triaxial compression-tension stresses may be
created, if the radial pressure that develops between the compact
and the die wall does not dissipate as the compaction pressure is
released.
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4. The outer surface of the compact might develop a crack
if, upon the removal of the compaction pressure, a nonuniform
expansion is caused by friction between the die wall and the
powder.

5. The compact may burst upon removal of the compaction
pressure through the release of pockets of compressed air.

It appears that this "cap" failure is minimized by the use
of lubricants on the die walls and the ram - powder interface
(Reference 20).

onyBef ore the hydration process begins, the compact is stable
onybecause of the adhesive forces present between the particles

(Reference 20). Curing conditions for compacts prepared in
previous work vary as much as the production pressures. Much of
the work utilized curing conditions which involved high-
temperature curing (References 19,20,22,24,26).

Generally, the most common curing regime for simple
compressive strength determinations is the immersion of the
compacts in deionized or distilled water for the required time
(Refere8ces 18,21 2&,24). ~he temperature of this water ranged
from 68 to 70 F(20 to 25 C). The extreme internal pressure
caused the calcium hydroxide produced in the hydration process to
leach from the compacts. Some researchers believe that compacts
cured in a saturated lime solution will provide zero to minimal
leaching (Reference 29). Further studies have proved
otherwise (Reference 29).

Testing conditions were numerous and varied. Loading rates
varied from 4,350 psi (30 MPa) per minute to 8,000 psi (55 MPa)
per minute (References 19,20). In one instance, the surface
was ground to obtain a smooth surface for testing (Reference 20).
Occasionally, special devices were employed for loading because
of the small size of the compacted specimens (Reference 22).
There was no record of end-capping. ~

F. HYDRATION OF PREPARED COMPACTS

The process of hydration in high-pressure compacts is more
complex than in normally prepared material. Generally, as the
compaction pressure decreases, the resulting compacted material
will have a higher degree of hydration (Reference 21,28). The
greater the initial porosity level, the greater the degree of
structural change within the compact from curing (Reference 28).
Compacts prepared at higher compaction pressures, with the
resultant increase in structural density, exhibit slower rates of
hydration and hydrate at later ages (Reference 28).

However, for the condition of initial porosity where less
hydration product is formed, this hydration product has a far
greater effect on strength, primarily because of the relatively
large increase in surface area contact between the various
products in the system. The resulting percentage change in
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total porosity is also greater (Reference 21). This process is
referred to as an increase in the specific binding capacity of
the hydration product formed (Reference 28).

It has been generally believed that no new forms of
hydration product are produced as a result of high-pressure
compaction (References 23,28). Upon visual inspection with
sophisticated equipment, products of C-S-H, calcium hydroxide and
other common hydration products are clearly visible, however in
decreasing amounts as the initial porosity decreases (Reference
28). The characteristic fibrous growths, rosettes of the C-S-H
materials, and platlets of calcium hydroxide become less evident
as the production pressure increases (Reference 23). In general,
the greater the production pressure, the more amorphous the
structure of the compact appears. The rate of hydration product
formation also influences the microstructure of the compacted
material (Reference 23).

The extremely high concentration of cement material present
in pressure-prepared compacts may have negative effects on the
hydration process. Chief among these are extremely high-
temperature evolutions leading to thermal cracking, deleterious
expansion of the compact if hydration proceeds at an uncontrolled
pace, and the formation of a limiting mechanism which hinders the
hydration of material deeper within the compact. Concerning the
first two potential problems, subsequent laboratory tests have
shown that neither extremely high temperature evolutions nor
uncontrolled expansion occurs for smaller-sized compacts, but as
the size of the compact increases, these effects may become more
influential (Reference 20).

The concept of a limiting mechanism has some merit. In
theory, there is a limited amount of water for hydration, which
permeates to the inner portions of the compacted material.
Permeability is further reduced by the formation of hydration
products in the outer portions of the compacted material, which
can virtually eliminate the exposure of the unhydrated material
within the compact to water (References 20,29,30). This
hydration reaction has been described as occurring in two stages
(Reference 29). The first stage involves hydration occurring
through solution with the hydration product precipitating on the
surface of the cement grains. This type of hydration occurs
upon the initial exposure of the prepared compact to a curing
solution. The second stage is hydration through diffusion which
occurs at the cement - gel interface. The necessary moisture
must pass through the cement gel which has developed around the
individual cement grains (Reference 29). Studies show that the
rate of take-up of water decreases with decreasing initial
porosity and also with increases in curing duration (Reference
20). However, during this second stage the diffusion rate of
water through the hydrate layers can be materially increased by
raising the curing temperature, as will be shown later in this
report.

The average density of the hydration product in high-
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pressure prepared material increases with (1) the increase in the
degree of hydration and (2) the decrease in the initial porosity
(References 29,30). This relationship is a result of pressure
build-up due to volume constraints which develop in the compact
as the hydration product forms. The hydration products produced
by diffusion are denser than formed by solution (References
29,30). The relative amount of hydration product formed by
diffusion increases with an increase in degree of hydration and a
decrease in porosity (References 29,30).

G. STRENGTH - POROSITY CONSIDERATIONS OF PREPARED COMPACTS

The inverse relation between strength and porosity, when
combined with the formation of hydration product relationship,
reveals two important general rules. First, compressive
strength increases with a decrease in porosity, and second,
conditions of greater initial porosity allow for greater
formation of hydration products. Therefore, compacts with higher
initial porosities will show a greater amount of strength gain
with time (although not necessarily greater strength), than
compacts with lower initial porosities (References 19,20,25).
This relationship between porosity and strength for an initial
porosity range from 20 to 35 percent appears to exist as a simple
linear relation (References 19,20,25). Elimination of as much
initial porosity as possible is the most influential method of
producing a high-strength material (References 19,20,25).

The level of initial porosity obtained in compacts of
portland cement depends on the amount of compaction pressure used
and the cement particle size distribution (Reference 20). An
initial porosity level of 20 to 35 percent has been achieved in
laboratory studies (References 19,20,25,30).

Assuming the specific volume of evaporable water is unity,
the final porosity of a compacted mat8rial can be estimated by
the quantity of evaporable water at 220 F (105 C) (Reference 29).
This estimation accounts for a large portion of the gel porosity
as well as the capillary porosity present in a hydrated system.
Some observers feel, however, that at the temperature used to
determine the *total" free water content, some free water still
exists within the paste which contributes to the total porosity
content (References 12,13). For this reason, anotheg procedure
often used is a loss on ignition test at 1800 OF (1000 C) which
has produced final porosity levels ranging from 10 to 30 percent
(References 19,20,21,26,29). These lower final-porosity values
have been achieved with addition of heat to the process of
compaction and subsequent curing (References 26,32).

Because of the numerous variables effecting the strength of
the compacts, it is very difficult to compare the strengths
achieved from the various studies. Compressive strengths as
great as 40,000 to 50,000 psi (280 to 340 MPa) have been obtained
in 28 days in a simple laboratory situation of high-pressure
compaction and moist curing of small compacts, but in many cases
the small size of the test specimens had a tremendous influence
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on the results (References 20,24). Compressive strengths
approaching 95,000 psi (650 MPa) in 28 days have been produced by
heating the material while compacting (References 23,24,31).
This procedure, termed hot-pressing, caused a more rapid
hydration which caused a substantial material rearrangement
within the microstructure of the material (Reference 24). This
method achieved an actual porosity of 1.8 percent, which is
considered to be the closest approach to zero porosity or
theoretical density for portland cement system attained
(Reference 24).

A number of prediction equations have been proposed to
predict the strength of prepared compact samples from their
porosity levels (References 19,20). Theoretical ultimate
strengths of approximately 72,000 psi (500 MPa) at zero porosity
have been predicted by the compaction of anhydrous powder
(References 19,20). Because of the initial anhydrous condition,
this value is believed to be a prediction of the strength of
anhydrous clinker material (Reference 20). The bond created in a
portland cement system is a hydrate bond, however, and not a
ceramic bond as exists in clinker material. Because of this, it
appears that the ultimate strength of a hydrated material may be
much greater, depending primarily on the amount of initial
porosity reduction which can be obtained through high-pressure
compaction.

H. POZZOLANIC REACTIONS

A pozzolanic reaction is a chemical reaction in which
available siliceous materials react in the presence of water with
the free lime or calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH) ) produced by the
hydration process to produce calcium-silicati-hydrates (C-S-H).
In equation form this reaction can be written as

CH + S + H => C-S-H

where: CH represents calcium hydroxide,

S represents silica dioxide,

H represents water, and

C-S-H represents calcium-silicate-hydrate formed
(Reference 13).

The lime itself is not cementitious in nature, but the
addition of a pozzolan to portland cement results in increased
strength by transforming the noncementitious lime into
cementitious calcium-silicate-hydrates. In this way a
pozzolanic material increases the concentration of strength-
producing calcium-silicate-hydrates at the expense of free
calcium hydroxide.
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I. FLY ASH AS A POZZOLAN

ASTM C618 defines a fly ash as a pozzolan normally produced
during the burning of coal products in a furnace (Reference 33).
A Class "C" fly ash is one which possesses both pozzolanic and
cementitious properties and generally contains a considerable
amount (>10 percent) of lime (in a combined state). A Class "F"
fly ash has pozzolanic properties only and generally contains
little or no lime. The Class "F" fly ashes are considered low-
lime fly ashes while the Class "C" fly ashes, which contain as
much as 40 percent lime in a combined state, are considered
high-lime fly ashes (Reference 34).

During the exposure to the extremely high temperatures in
the boiler, the noncombustibles in the coal form tiny spherical
droplets varying in size from 1 micron to 1 millimeter. Figure 3
shows a example of Class "C" fly ash particles as photographed by
a scanning electron microscope and magnified 3000 times.

Figure 3. Typical Class "C" Fly Ash Material
Magnified 3000 Times

In general, the finer the fly ash, the greater the amount of
pozzolanic activity (Reference 34). Since most fly ash are of
the coarser variety, the consequential low surface area results
in a slower lime-pozzolan reaction in the presence of water.
This is why many portland cement products containing fly ash as a
pozzolan often exhibit lower early compressive strengths, but, at
later ages, produce substantial strength increases. This
development of higher ultimate strengths makes fly ash very
attractive as a partial replacement for portland cement
(References 1,2,5,8,35).
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Better workability, placeability, finishability and
pumpability all improve in a mix containing fly ash. Often the
water-cement ratio can also be lowered, since much of the water
used in a mix is for workability. Fly ash will lower the rate
of heat liberation due to a decreased rate of hydration.
Impermeability and durability of hardened concrete are also
improved (References 8, 35).

Typically, rates of replacement of the fly ash for the
portland cement range from 15 to 30 percent and can be done on a
pound for pound basis provided a high-lime, good quality fly ash
is used (References 1,2,8,34). The optimum amount for
replacment depends upon mix characteristics, as well as the
reactivity of the fly ash used.

18
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SECTION III

LABORATORY INVESTIGATI ON

A. Materials and Equipment

The cement selected was Type III cement produced by Texas
Industries Inc. at their Midlothian, Texas plant. The fly ash
selected was an ASTM C618 Class Cu produced at Caison, Texas and
marketed by Gifford-Hill Company of Dallas, Texas. Complete
chemical and physical analysis test results for both materials
are included in Appendix A.

The die equipment (patent pending) for this study was
designed and developed by Dr. M~atti Relis (References
22,29,30,31). Figures 4 and 5 show disassembled and assembled
views of the die, respectively. This particular die is
segmented, with the four interior segments tooled for exact fit
and held together by a clamp ring bolted to the baseplate. The
compacting ram is then inserted into the chamber formed by the
tooled segments. The die is fabricated entirely from A-2 tool
steel and heat-treated to a Rockwell C60 hardness.

For a summary of the actual operation of the die, see
Appendix B. The die functions on the general principle that, by
controlling the depth at which the ram penetrates into the die
chamber, all compacts prepared will be nominally of the same
size. This is accomplished through the use of the spacer piece
which surrounds the ram. As the compactive force is applied,
the ram head will come into contact with the spacer disk and at
this instant, compaction effort is halted. Porosity of the
prepared compacts is controlled by the amount of powder initially
placed in the die chamber and the applied compaction pressure.

* 3. Program Design

The calculated initial porosity, percentage fly ash
replacement by weight for cement, and curing duration were
selected for investigation. The target values for initial

*porosity were 20, 23, 26, 29, and 32 percent. This range of
values was chosen so that a distinct relationship could be
determined concerning the effect of porosity on the other
variables. Four fly ash replacement values were selected; 0, 10,

*20, and 30 percent by weight of the cement. All compacts were
prepared with anhydrous material. Three, 7, 28, and 90-day
curing times were utilized.

In addition to the possible combinations of the three main
parameters, compacts were prepared for testing in both saturated
surface dry (SSD) and oven-dried (OD) condition. The primary
purpose of preparing compacts for both of these conditions was to
determine an approximation of the final porosity of the compacted
material. The process of oven-drying had a significant effect,
producing a much higher strength material, probably due in part
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Figure 4.0 - Disassembled View of the Die Used for Compaction

Figure 5.Assembled view of the Die Used for Compaction
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to restrained shrinkage stresses which developed in the dried
compact,,but primarily due to accelerated water diffusion rates.

Unforeseen complications developed associated with the high-
pressure compaction of two very different powder materials.
Figures 6 and 7 show the variations in size and shape between
the rough, angular, irregular shaped particles of the cement and
the smoother, more spherical particles of fly ash. Laboratory
experimentation demonstrated that the raw fly ash contained some
extremely large particles which disrupted the proper high-

*pressure compaction of the compacts. Larger spherical fly ash
particles not compatible with the angular crushed cement
particles were eliminated by using only fly ash which passed an

* ASTM 100 wire mesh sieve (i.e., < 150 microns).

This sieving process also virtually eliminated all visible
unburned carbon particles from inclusion in the compacts,
producing a more compatible gradation of fly ash and more
physically stable prepared compacts.

The laboratory program in Table 1 was developed and used
throughout the project.

For control purposes and ease in terminology throughout the
project, the term "series" was used to define set of prepared
compacts having the same parameter values as defined in Table 1.
Each "series" consisted of at least six individual compacts (of
eight that were prepared), all having the same percentage of fly
ash replacement for cement, the same target initial porosity and
the same curing duration. A total of 74 series were prepared for
testing in the SSD condition and an additional 74 series for the
OD condition.

The numbering system shown in Figure 8 was used throughout
the project. An alphabetical symbol (B, C, D, or E) was used to
denote curing duration; an upper-case letter denoted a compact
tested in the SSD condition and a lower-case letter denoted a
compact tested in the OD condition. For the parameters of
calculated initial porosity and percentage fly ash replacement of
the cement material, numerical symbols as denoted in the figure

*were utilized. The letter "S" was used to denote when the
sieved fly ash material was used. If no "S" appears, only
cement was used. The letter "R" was added when it became
evident that remakes of some compacts were necessary in an effort
to collect usable data. In addition, each compact of a
particular series was assigned a unique alphanumeric symbol for
identification purposes.

C. PERFORM4ANCE OF THE LABORATORY PROGRAM

The first major step in the performance of the laboratory
investigation was to determine the relationships among the amount
of powder used, required production pressure, and the porosity
produced by that amount of powder. For this determination, 10
series of three to eight compacts each were prepared from various
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Figure 6. Typical Type III Portland Cement Material Used
in the Compacts Magnified 300 Times
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Example: 0 3 1 S R

(R,r) denotes series was redone

(i.) sieved fly ash material used in compact

DESIGN INITIAL POROSITY
(1) 20 percent porosity
(2) 23 percent porosity
(3) 26 percent porosity
(4) 29 percent porosity
(5) 32 percent porosity

PERCENT CEMENT REPLACEMENT WITH FLY ASH
(1) Zero percent fly ash
(2) 10 percent fly ash
(3) 20 percent fly ash
(4) 30 percent fly ash

CURING PERIOD
Upper case denotes SSD test condition
Lower case denotes OD test condition
(B,b) - 3 days
(C,c) - 7 days
(D,d) - 28 days

(E,e) - 90 days

Figure 8. Compact Series Numbering System
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amounts of anhydrous cement powder. The initial porosities were
then calculated using the bulk volume, weight, and specific
gravity of the cement. A linear regression analysis was performed
to relate the amount of powder added to the die to the porosity
obtained upon full compaction. Full compaction is defined as
the compaction effort at the time the ram head contacts the
spacer piece.

The resulting linear regression equation was:

Pi~3 17.8013 Wo+ 71.2672 (4)

where P1  is the calculated initial porosity, and

W 0 is the weight of powder placed in the die for
compaction .

The r2 or coefficient of determination for this equation is
0.994 (Reference 37). Further discussion of the developmaent of
this equation is contained in Appendix C.

Because of this excellent relationship, it was simply a
matter of solving the equation to determine the amount of powder
to be used in producing a desired initial porosity. It is
important to note that W is the weight of powder placed in the
die before the compactdon process and not the weight of the
compact upon preparation. This method of weighing powder
accounts for the minor loss of powder between the ram and the die
walls during the compaction process.

The next major step, was to determine the powder weights
needed to produce the desired porosity at each level of fly ash
replacement for the cement. This was accomplished through the
determination of a factor which accounted for the specific
gravity of the fly ash and the percent replacement of fly ash in
a particular compact. Once this factor was calculated, the
needed powder weight necessary to produce a desired porosity was
determined by multiplying the appropriate weight of cement by the
appropriate factor. A complete discussion of this procedure is
contained in Appendix C.

Figure 9 shows the essential steps followed in the
production of the compacts. A more in-depth description is given
in Appendix B. As shown in Figure 9, after curing, the compacts
were weighed and measured in the SSD condition. Depending on
the initial intent of the individual series, the compacts were
then tested for compressive str~ngth i8 the SSD condition or
placed in a convection oven at 220 F (105 C) for determination of
the final porosity. These OD compacts were also tested for
compressive strength.

The last phase of the laboratory investigation involved the
data preparation and analysis of all the various dimensions and
weights obtained during the actual performance.
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Figure 9. Flowchart of Laboratory Procedures
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The initial porosity was determined for each of the
individual compacts prepared, from the initial weight and
dimensions. The equation used for the calculation of the initial
porosity was:

Pi 1 - ((W1/Vo)((%C/SG c ) + (%FA/SGfa))) (5)

where Pi is the calculated initial porosity,

W 1  is the initial weight of the prepared compact,

V0  is the volume of the prepared compact,

%C is the percentage by weight of cement in the
compact,

%FA is the percentage by weight of fly ash in the
compact,

SG is the specific gravity of the cement, 3.13C

SG is the specific gravity of the fly ash, 2.71 for
the unsieid fly ash material and 2.75 for the
sieved fly ash material.

The derivation of this equation is given in Appendix D. Once the
calculated initial porosity was determined for each individual
compact of a certain series, an average calculated initial
porosity was determined for that series. The standard deviation
and coefficient of variation were also determined for each
series. The same procedure was also followed for the various data
contained in Appendix E. The values for each unique series are
an average of the values for the six to eight individual compacts
of each series. All further data analyzed in the following
sections are based on these average values for each individual
series.
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SECTION IV

LABORATORY RESULTS

* A. INTRODUCTION

Many of the data analyses contained in this section utilized
linear regression analysis. Appendix F contains the pertinent
data for each analysis performed and is referenced to the figure
for which the equation applies. As the equations were generally
not determined for predictive purposes, the figures i2 this
section include only the coefficient of determination (r )for
each relationship.

B. RESULTS OF DIE OPERATION

Figure 10 shows the relationship between the weight of the
prepared compacts and the calculated initial porosity achieved
for the various percentages of fly ash replacement for cement.
Note the distinct delineation between the various percentages of
fly ash. For all practical purposes, the weight values listed in
this figure may be used for the approximation of the amount of
powder material needed to produce a certain initial porosity.
judging frcG. the coefficients of determination listed in the
figure, the linear relationships determined between prepared
compact weights and calculated initial porosities are excellent.

Furthermore, it appears that the initial prediction equation
(Equation (4) in Section III and Equation (C-2) in Appendix C)
for cement only (zero percent fly ash) can be used to determine
the amount of powder necessary to produce a certain initial
porosity. For the various percentages of fly ash (10, 20, 30
percent), the initial powder weights used appear to be less than
the amount actually needed to produce a target initial porosity.
This can be observed by entering Figure 10 with the weight of
powder material needed to produce a desired initial porosity at a
certain percenz.age of fly ash replacement, as taken from Table C-
3, and reading the corresponding calculated initial porosity
which should be obtained. This signifies that the factors which

* were used to determine the amount of material containing fly ash
were slightly lower than needed. Perhaps the specific gravity of
the fly ash material was greater than the 2.75 value determined

*in the laboratory and used throughout the project. This
deviation did not alter the results.

* Figure 11 shows the relationship between the weight of the
prepared compacts and the production pressure. As the weight of
the compact increases, the production pressure also increases.
Note that the relationship is linear when plotted
semilogarithmically, and the accompanying coefficients of
determination signify an excellent relationship between the two.
Again, as in Figure 10, a distinct delineation between the
various percentages of fly ash can be observed. For a
particular production pressure, as the percentage of fly ash
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decreases in the compacts, the weight of the powder needed and
the resulting weight of the prepared compacts increases. This
is because of the lower specific gravity of the fly ash.

There also appears to be a much greater difference between
the weight of the prepared compacts containing 0 percent fly ash
and 30 percent fly ash at the higher production pressures. The
reason is unclear. one possible explanation is that, at the
higher production pressures, more powder material is needed and
the effects of an inaccurate specific gravity value for the fly
ash may be compounded. Or possibly the contrast in particle
shape and texture of the two materials causes the amount of

*compaction and porosity reduction to vary. A third possibility
is that increased particle surface area in the compact is created
by crushing fly ash particles in the compact at extremely high
pressures. If this is the case, the formation of a greater
number of smaller particles resulted in larger porosities, thus,
less powder weight was required to achieve full compaction.

From the excellent relationships of prepared compact weight,
calculated initial porosity, and production pressure, the
calculated initial porosity and the Base 10 logarithm of

* production pressure can be considered synonymous in the analyses
of data. Figure 12 shows that calculated initial porosity is
inversely proportional to the 12g of the production pressure.

* Note the excellent correlation (r - 0.991) although data for all
percentages of fly ash were used. Hereafter, the terms,
"production pressure" and *porosity" are considered synonymous.

C. RESULTS PERTAINING TO THE INITIAL PARAMETERS

From the final porosity determination of the OD compacts, a
regression analysis was performed to relate the final porosity to
the initial porosity. From the equations, the final porosity of
the compacts tested in the SSD condtion were estimated and used
for data analysis purposes. Since the final porosity depends on
the initial porosity (and the synonomous production pressure),
the relationship between final porosity and production pressure
was analyzed (Figure 13). The best correlations were achieved by
considering each percentage of fly ash replacement separately.
For a given initial porosity, as the percentage of fly ash was
increased, the final porosity also increased. This indicates
the formation of less hydration product as the percentage of fly
ash increases.

The general relationship of the lines representing the
various percentages of fly ash indicate that the effects of fly
ash on the final porosity become less as the production pressure
is decreased (or the initial porosity is increased). This
indicates that, at the higher initial porosity conditions,
regardless of the percentage of fly ash, porosity is reduced the
same amount by the formation of hydration products. At the

4 lower initial porosity conditions, the formation of hydration
* product and the resulting final porosities are lowest when no fly

ash is used. It should be noted, however, that FINAL strengths
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follow the well-known rules governing strength development, which
will be discussed in detail later in this report. One possible
explanation may be that the low initial porosity conditions
increasingly inhibit the formation of hydration products.
Another key point is that, with increasing amounts of fly ash,
less cement is present, which reduces the amount of hydration
products and calcium hydroxide formed. This may be directly
related to the amount of calcium hydroxide available for
pozzolanic reaction. Since calcium hydroxide will only form in
available free space, the low porosity may reduce both hydration
and pozzolanic reactions.

Density determinations were made at the three distinct
stages of the testing process as follows, (1) the initial density
of the compacts before hydration, (2) an SSD density as the
compacts were removed from the curing solution; and (3) an OD

* density after oven-drying for 48 hours. Figures 14, 15, 16, and
17 demonstrate the relationships between the various densities.

* As expected, as the production pressure increases, the densities
of the compacts increase and porosity decreases. The difference
between the OD density and the initial density is a measure of
the amount of formed hydration product. Of course, the OD
compact will still contain a certain amount of combined water in

* various stages. If this quantity of combined water is considered
* to be a constant percentage of the hydration product, then the
* general trends should be valid.

Figure 14 shows the density - production pressure
* relationships for the 100 percent portland cement compacts. A

close examination of the relationship between the OD density and
* the initial density reveals that the difference in density (0.17

g,'cm3 at the lowest production p essure is greater than the
difference in density (0.11 g/cm )at the higher production
pressure. This signifies the formation of more hydration products
at the lower production pressures, which have higher porosities.
Figures 15, 16, and 17 show that similar relationships exist for
the various percentages of fly ash replacements. As the
percentage of fly ash in the compacts increases, the differences

* in the density-changes at the lowest and highest production
pressures decreases. This is believed to signify the formation
of less hydration products as the percentage of fly ash is

* increased, coupled with the formation of less hydration products
* as the production pressure is increased.

Since the density of the compacts is a function of the level
of porosity they contain, examination of the change in porosity

* from the initial to the final condition should tend to support
the statement that less hydration occurred as the production

*pressure increased, as Figure 18 shows. This finding focuses
* attention on the strength properties of the hydrate. Regardless

of the quantity of hydrate, the highest strengths were achieved
at the lowest porosities, as will be discussed later.

Figure 18 is a normalized representation of the porosity -

production pressure data obtained during the investigation. The
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initial porosity line is the same as shown in Figure 12. To
determine the change in porosity from the initial to final
conditions, the final porosity line was added. For compacts
prepared at the highest production pressure, the total average
change in porosity was 8.41 percent. The compacts prepared at
the lowest production pressure had an average change in porosity
of 10.68 percent. This supports the statement that increased
hydration occurs at conditions of greater porosity, resulting in
a greater percentage reduction in porosity (but not necessarily a
correspondingly large increase in final strength). Note further
that, at the highest production pressure, the resulting change in
porosity (8.41 percent) was a 41 percent reduction in porosity.
At the lowest production pressure, the resulting change in
porosity (10.68 percent) resulted in only a 31 percent reduction
in porosity. The formation of hydration products in compacts
prepared at higher production pressures influences porosity
reduction much more than hydration products formed in compacts
prepared at lower production pressures. This agrees with the
principle of increased specific binding capacity as discussed in
Section II.

Figure 19 provides some interesting insight into these
relationships. In general, the relationship between production
pressure, reduction in porosity, and the percentage of fly ash
replacement is such that the formation of hydration products
increases as the production pressure and percentage of fly ash
replacemet decreases. on a percentage basis, however, the
hydration products formed in compacts produced at higher
production pressures have a greater influence on porosity
reduction than compacts prepared at lover production pressures.

At the 0 percent fly ash level, a wide variation in porosity
reduction occurs, depending on the production pressure and
resulting initial porosity. However, at the 30 percent fly ash
level, the percent reduction in porosity is changed much less
with changes in production pressure. This shows the hydration
rate of 100 percent portland cemenit compacts (measured as a
percentage change in porosity over a given time period) is
greatly influenced by differing compaction pressures and the
associated changes in initial porosity. Cubes containing 30
percent fly ash, however, appear to be relatively insensitive to
such changes which may be because less cement is present in these
compacts.

D. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH RESULTS

Figure 20 shows the SSD compressive strength results in
relation to production pressure for the 100 percent portland
cement compacts. Generally, as the production pressure
increased, the compressive strength at all ages also increased.
The influence of curing duration on the resulting compressive
strength is also clearly evident. There was a significant
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increase in strength at all production pressures from the 3 to 7
day curing period and a smaller increase in strength which
occurred from 7 to 28 days. Strength data for cement-only
compacts cured for 90 days were not available.

Figure 20 also shows the magnitudes of strength increases at
various production pressures. Note the decreasing difference in
the magnitude of strength gain as the production pressure was
increased. For higher production pressures, greater strengths at
early ages were developed. However, due to increased hydration
with higher porosity, the strengths of the compacts produced at
the lowest production pressures approach the strengths of the
compacts prepared at the higher production pressure, as curing
duration increases. This trend in strength increase at lower
production pressures again supports conclusions drawn from the
earlier figures that a greater amount of hydration occurs in
compacts with higher porosity.

Figures 21, 22, and 23 show the relationships between SSD
* compressive strength and production-pressure for various fly ash

replacements. The same general trends that existed for the 100
percent portland cement compacts are evident. As curing
duration was increased, the SSD compressive strength also
increased, regardless of the percentage of fly ash. As the
percentage of fly ash was increased, the strength at the lower

* production pressures more closely approached that of the compacts
prepared at the higher production pressures. Evidently, as the
percentage of fly ash is increased, the relationship of a higher
pressure compaction producing a higher strength material
diminishes. This is particularly evident for the longer curing
durations.

Figures 24, 25, 26, and 27 show that increased hydration,
formed with higher initial porosity and lower pressure, had a
positive effect on relative increase in the compressive strength.
The influence of curing duration on increasing strength is also
evident from these figures. Generally, these figures show that
from either 7 to 28 days, or 7 to 90 days, the compacts prepared
at the lowest production pressures experienced the greatest

*relative increase in SSD compressive strength. This can be
* misinterpreted, because the compressive strengths of the compacts

prepared at higher production pressures were already extremely
high because of the mechanical reduction of porosity. Thus, the
resulting pecn change in strength was low. On a relative
basis however, these figures do show the tremendous influence of
the increased formation of hydration products on the compressive
strength.

While previous figures presented the influence of curing
duration on the compressive strength, the following figures
present the influence of the fly ash on compressive strength.
Figure 28 shows the influence of final porosity on the 7-day
compressive strength of compacts containing various percentages
of fly ash. Increasing the percentage of fly ash in the compacts
noticeably decreased compressive strengths. This is a
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reasonable result at this early age, because the pozzolanic
reaction is slow in developing and because less cement is
present. The parallel relationships of the lines draw attention
to the equality of the strength reductions as the percentage of
fly ash was increased for all levels of porosity shown.

For comparison purposes, the compressive strengths achieved
in the OD compacts are included on this figure. Note the large
increase in strength of the compacts due to the oven-drying
procedure and the pronounced effects of low levels of porosity on
compact strength. The highest strength occurred at the lower
porosities at all ages tested, which could mean that the greatest
restrained shrinkage stress developed in the low porosity
specimens. In typical concretes, current theory indicates that
low-porosity conditions provide for less shrinkage of the
material and, therefore, formation of less restrained shrinkage
stress. Because of this, the high strengths cannot be
attributed wholly to the formation of restrained shrinkage
stress. To the contrary, the major factor driving this strength -

porosity relationship in the OD compacts could be the rapid
* formation of additional, very influential, strength-producing

hydration products caused by accelerating the water diffusion
rates during the oven drying process. This would explain the
higher strengths at the lower porosity conditions.

Figure 29 shows the influence of final porosity on the
compressive strength following 28 days of curing. Again,
increasing amounts of fly ash reduced the compressive strength at
all porosity levels. observing the SSD data, there appears to be
a more significant increase in strength for the 0 and 10 percent
of fly ash replacements than for the 20 and 30 percent. This
figure suggests that the replacement of cement with up to about
10 percent in the high-pressure compaction process has very
little effect on 28 day strength. With replacements over 20
percent, however, the reduction in strength becomes substantial
at 28 days. Observing the OD strength data, this trend is
supported as the compacts containing 30 percent fly ash exhibited
lower strengths than the compacts containing lesser amounts of

* fly ash.

Figure 30 shows the relationship which existed at 90 days
* of curing between the final porosity and compressive strength.

Compressive strength data for the 100 percent portland cement
compacts were unavailable at 90 days. However the same general
trends that existed for the 7 and 28 days of age appear to exist
for 90 days of curing. For the higher-porosity conditions, a
similar result can be observed for amounts of fly ash greater
than 20 percent. At the lower-porosity conditions this point is
not as obvious. Again observing the OD strengths, particularly
at the lower porosities, the delineation between 10 and 20
percent fly ash producing very different strengths becomes
visible.

At the initial outset of the laboratory investigation, the
influence of fly ash on the strength of the prepared compacts was
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of primary importance. As shown, the fly ash had an adverse
effect on the strength of the compacts at all percentages of
replacement. Figure 31 shows the marked effects of fly ash on
the reduction of SSD compressive strength in the prepared
compacts at all ages investigated. This is also a normalized
relationship in that the SSD compressive strengths used for
determination of the relationships included all production
pressures.

Generally the figure shows that, for all production
pressures, the SSD compressive strength increased approximately
12 percent of the 7-day strength from 7 to 90 days; regardless of
the percentage of fly ash in the compact. The figure also shows
that for each 10 percent of fly ash replacement in the compacts,
6 to 7 percent of the SSD compressive strength was lost at all
curing durations, regardless of production pressure.

The influence of fly ash can be further established by
entering the figure at the control point of zero percent increase
in SSD compressive strength and compare the strengths of the of
the fly ash replacements at the various durations. From this
exercise, for approximately 10 percent fly ash cured for 28 days,
the strength is the same for 100 percent portland cement cured
for 7 days. Likewise for the 20 percent fly ash value, 90 days
curing is required to achieve the same SSD compressive strength
as 100 percent portland cement cured for 7 days. For 30 percent
fly ash, curing periods up to 90 days were insufficient to
produce strengths equal to 7 day strengths of 100 percent
portland cement.

Therefore, in terms of SSD compressive strength, no optimum
percentage of fly ash existed for up to 90 days of moist curing.
At least no particular percentage of fly ash resulted in an
increase in strength over that of the 100 percent portland cement
compacts. At all durations up to 90 days, increasing
percentages of fly ash produced incrementally lower SSD
compressive strengths. It appears, although not conclusively,
that fly ash replacement up to 10 percent had a less significant
effect on reducing strength than replacement percentages of
greater than 20 percent. Perhaps the 90-day curing duration
utilized was insufficient to allow for the pozzolanic reaction to
fully become established or, as discussed earlier, perhaps the
high-pressure compaction process had a negative effect on the
pozzolanic reaction.

Because of the excellent linear relationships which existed,
multiple linear regression analyses were performed. The
resulting equation, determined by combining all of the various
parameters, is:

SSD f'c = -303.8 FA + 4401.7 Logl 0 Age +

4441.5 Logl0 PP - 497.1 Pi - 2666.4 Pf (6)

- 66072.5 Den i - 26286.3 Denf + 29169^.0
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where SSD f'c is the predicted SSD compressive strength based
on the parameter values supplied,

FA is the percentage of fly ash in the compact in
percent,

in days, Log10  Age is the base 10 logarithm of the curing age

Log1 PP is the base 10 logarithm of the production
pressure in pP,

percen P. is the initial porosity of the compact in

P f is the final porosity of the compact in percent,

Den. is the initial density of the compact in grams
per cubic centimeter,

Den is the final density of the compact after removal
of free wat4; by oven drying at 220PF (1050C) for 48 hours, in
units of grams per cubic centimeter.

The multiple R or the multiple coefficient of correlation
for this equation is 0.950. This equation was developed from all
the SSD data obtained from the various series.

Concerning this equation, two important points must be made.
First, logarithmic values of the curing duration and production
pressure must be used with the other data collected to obtain a
high degree of correlation. Second, this equation was
developed from a very definite range and combination of values
as contained in Appendix E. Chief among these is the influence
of production pressure on the porosity and density conditions as

*shown in Figures 12 through 17. The multiple-regression
equation discussed here is based on the relationships shown in
these figures. The equation is based on the fact that higher
production pressures will produce corresponding lower-porosity
conditions and resulting higher densities. Concerning typical
values, the above-mentioned figures should be consulted. For a
production pressure of approximately 185,000 psi (1,275 MPa)# the
initial porosity used must be in the 20 to 21 percent range wish
an initial density in the range of 2.4 to 2.5 g/cm
Conversely, for a production pressure of approximately 14,000 to
15,000 psi, a corresponding initial p~rosity of 32 to 33 percent

* and initial density of 2.0 to 2.1 g/cm must be used for correct
*application of the equation. Realistic values for the final

porosity and final density, depending on the curing duration and
percentage of fly ash must also be used to achieve reliable
strength predictions.

* A satisfactory predictive equation of the SSD compresive
strength of compacts prepared with the die was developed using
only a few of the parameters involved. multiple linear regression
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analysis yielded:

SSD f'c = -248.7 FA + 5904.7 Log,0 Age +

4552.8 Log10 PP + 17329.9

The multiple R or coefficient of multiple correlation for
this particular equation is 0.924. Again, as with the previous
equation, this equation was developed from data on all the SSD
compacts and series tested.

The use of a realistic relationship between a higher
* production pressure producing a greater initial density is

extremely important for a correct compressive strength
prediction. Figures 14 through 17 show the typical relationships
resulting between production pressure and initial density
achieved, depending on the percentage of fly ash. Initial
porosity was not necessary in this prediction equation, because
of the excellent inverse relationship which exists between

5'porosity and the production pressure. Parameters chosen for this
equation have values which are readily available once a compact
has been prepared and make this equation quite useful for the
miniature compacts, keeping in mind the proper interrelationships

4. and limitations on density and porosity.

Turning now to the OD compressive strengths, and using the
same parameters, the following equation was developed by multiple

* linear regression:

OD f'c = -261.8 FA + 1746.7 Log10 Age +

15981.2 Log10 PP -20814.2

The multiple R or coefficient of multiple correlation for
this particular equation is 0.955. This equation was developed
from data on all the OD compacts tested and, as with Equations
(6) and (7), must be used with realistic, interrelated values.

Figure 32 illustrates relative influence of age and
* accelerated OD curing on predicted compressive strengths of 100

percent portland cement compacts. Several important results can
be seen from an examination of the figure. First, extremely high

* strengths are achieved very rapidly in these pressed compacts.
The 3-day predicted strengths (earliest age measured) are 42,900
psi (300 ZIPa) for the SSD curing conditions and 59,900 psi (410
MPa) for the OD curing conditions. If the relationship remains
linear for even earlier ages, it could mean 1-day strengths of
40,100 psi for the SSD curing condfiton and 59,100 psi (410 MPa)
for the OD curing condition. These are remarkable values, to say
the least, and raise interesting possibilities for the rapid
production of ultra-high-strength cement products. Second, since
the vast majority of the strengths are achieved at a very early
age, relatively small increases in strength occur from continued
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3 7 .77

curing. According to Equation (7), the SSD compressive strengths
increase by about 5,900 psi t40 MPa) with each order-of-magnitude
increase in age (1 to IC days, 10 to 100 days, etc). According
to Equation (8), the OD compressive strengths increase by only
about 1,750 psi (10 MPa) with each order-of-magnitude increase in
age. Third, the accelerated curing by oven-drying following
water immersion dramatically increased strength, even though the
specimens were being dried, but the rate of continued hydration
with age was reduced. The OD equation predicts A 100-day
strength of 62,500 psi (430 MPa). (If steam curing were
utilized, the results should be even more dramatic.) Finally,
caution should be exercised when using these equations for
predictive purposes (especially Equation (8)) as they were
developed for one brand of Type III cement cured under specific
conditions. Thus, the results should not be generalized.
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SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM4MENDARTIONS

A. CONCLUJSIONS

The following conclusions were drawn from an analysis of the
literature surveyed and the laboratory investigation performed.

1. High-pressure compaction has been shown to be an
excellent means of producing a low-porosity condition which
results in ultrahigh compressive strengths in cementitious
materials, especially at early ages.

2. The level of porosity present in prepared portland
cement compacts, both initially and at the completion of curing,
exhibited a linear relationship with the ultimate compressive
strength (for the 20 to 32 percent initial porosity and the
resulting 8 to 20 percent final porosity range).

3. In all instances, the greater the reduction of initial
porosity due to high-pressure compaction, the greater the
resulting strength, even though less hydration occurred.

4. In all instances, the higher the initial porosity the
greater the amount of porosity present upon completion of curing.
For compacts with a greater initial porosity, a greater amount of
hydration product formed which resulted in a much greater
percentage strength increase in the compact.

5. Over time, the strength of the compacts prepared at
higher initial porosities appears to approach the strengths of
the compacts prepared at lower porosity levels.

6. The high-pressure consolidation of portland cement and
*the Class OCR fly ash can be accomplished with excellent

results. Compatibility of the materials, however, must be
considered in the preparation of compacts containing fly ash.
The use of a fly ash passing an AST!4 100 sieve produced a more

* stable compact than the use of the coarser raw fly ash material.

7. An optimum percentage of fly ash replacement of the
cement in the miniature compacts could not be determined.
Increasing replacement of the cement with fly ash resulted in
decreasing compressive strengths at all ages of water curing.
On a percentage basis, approximately 5 to 6 percent loss in
strength was experienced at all durations with each 10 percent
replacement of cement with fly ash.

8. The expected increased strength from the pozzolanic
reaction was rnot realized when fly ash was used. Evidently the
pozzolanic reaction required longer time or the high-pressure
compaction process hindered the formation of needed calcium
hydroxide.
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9. Oven-drying of the prepared compacts to determine the
amount of free water present as a measure of the final porosity
produced significant compressive strength increases in the
compacts tested, probably caused by the accelerated water
diffusion rates driving additional hydration.

10. A multiple linear regression analysis of the SSD data
yielded the following predictive equation for SSD compressive
strength:

SSD f'c = -248.7 FA + 5904.7 Log10 Age +

4552.8 Log10 PP + 17329.9 (9)

The multiple coefficient of correlation for this equation is
0.924.

11. A multiple linear regression analysis of the OD data
yielded the following predicitve equation for OD compressive
strength:

f'c = -261.8 FA + 1746.7 Log10 Age +

15981.2 Log10 PP - 20814.2 (10)

The multiple coefficient of correlation for this equation is
0 .955.

12. These compressive strength prediction equations are only
valid for values encountered in this study. They predict very

*high early strengths, accelerated significantly by oven-drying,
and relatively slow increases in strength over time.

$ BS. RECOMMNDATIONS

4 The following recommendations are offered:

1. Careful consideration should be given to the order in
*which the compacts are prepared. For this particular study, all

compacts for a particular duration were prepared before the
compacts of another duration. Because of the data variability,
the determination of successive changes in porosities and
densities for the various durations was not possible. Excellent
results, however, were obtained at each duration when the
compacts cured for that duration where compared for porosity and
density change relationships. Because of data variability, the
actual intent of the laboratory investigation should be
considered when determining the order in which to prepare the
compacts.

*2. Even though excellent relationships were determined
* concerning compressive strength and the various other parameters,

the authors think that the strength results in terms of
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consistency and uniformity could be improved by using a special
device designed specifically for testing of the miniature cubicle
compacts.

3. Exposing the freshly prepared compacts to a fine mist
for initial periods of hydration and compact stabilization before
complete immersion could help to reduce the quantity of compacts
which fail prematurely in the curing solution.

C. FUTURE RESEARCH

This project raised the possibility of further research
topics relating to the preparation of high-strength materials
through high-pressure compaction.

1. Since the initial intent of this study was to determine
the effects of fly ash on producing a higher-strength material by
exposure to pozzolanic reaction, future efforts might consider
increasing the time in which the compacts are moist-cured so that
the full pozzolanic reaction can occur.

2. Additional work should be performed to investigate the
effects of high-pressure compaction on the pozzolanic reaction.
This will help determine the feasibility of utilizing fly ash in
a high-pressure compaction system.

3. Considerable work needs to be done concerning the
proper combination of a range of particle sizes to produce a
higher-strength material through high-pressure compaction.
Determination of the degree of particle crushing which occurs at
the high production pressures is also critical to this
determination of the optimum particle gradation involved in the
high-pressure compaction process.

4. Considerable work also remains pertaining to the amount
and type of hydration products formed in compacts having low
porosities.

5. More effort should be directed at the effects of
accelerated curing using elevated temperature and possibly steam.
The authors find it intriguing that compressive strengths in
excess of 72,000 psi (500 MPa) were achieved by oven-drying the
specimens after water-curing. If hot-pressing and steam-curing
were employed, the compressive strengths could even be higher.
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APPENDIX A

MATERIAL DATA

TABLE A-i. CEMENT COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES

Midlothian TXI Type III Cement

Physical Test Results as reported by TXI

NC 26.5
% H 0 Cubes 48.5
% Fow 112
% Air 9.0
% Passing 1325 Sieve 98.6
Blaine (cm2/gm) 5350
Wagner (cm /gm) 2550

Gilmore Setting Time 2:35/4:15
Initial/Final (hrs:min)

Vicat Setting Time 0:50/3:20
Initial/Final (hrs:min)

% Fed. False Set 7.1
Autoclave Expansion

D.O.P. (mm)
1 50
2 50
3 50
4 50
5 50

Compressive Strengths
(2wx2" cubes)
1 day 3592 psi
3 day 5425 psi
7 day 6242 psi

28 day 7575 psi

Specific Gravity 3.13
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TABLE A-i. CENENT COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES (CONCLUDED)

Chemical Analysis / X-Ray Analysis

SiO 20.11
Al 32 4.38
Fe 03  3.52
Ca6  64.66
MgO 0.78
so 3.34
P6 0.23
T1O 5  0.22
Cr23  0.00
Mn 203  0.30
Na O 0.29
K2 a0.38

Total 98.20

C 3 S 63.40
C 2S 9.80
C3 A 6.80
C 4 AF 10.70

C3A calculations include A12 03, P2 05, and TiO 2
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TABLE A-2. FLY ASH COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES

Gifford-Hill Class "C" Fly Ash

Physical properties

Sample Specification

Fineness, +325 Sieve, % Retained: 18.3 34.0 max.
PAI (28 days), % Control 101.4 75.0 min.
Water Requirement, % Control 90 105.0 max.
Autoclave Soundness, % 0.218 0.8 max.

Sample Specification

Specific Gravity: unsieved 2.71
sieved 2.75

Chemical Properties

Sample Specification

Silicon Dioxide 32.03
Aluminum Oxide 17.10
Ferric Oxide 7.25
Total 56.38 50.0 min.
Calcium Oxide 29.88
Magnesium Oxide 6.34
Sulfur Trioxide 3.61 5.0 max.
Sodium Oxide 2.08
Potassium Oxide 0.26
Loss on Ignition 0.88 6.0 max.
Moisture Content 0.07 3.0 max.
Total 99.50
Sodium Oxide Equivalent 2.25
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TABLE A3. AGGREGATE DATA

Fine Coarse
Item Aggregate Aggregate

Sieve Analysis (% Retained) as per ASTM C33

3/4 in.

1/2 in. 0.1

3/8 in. 3.8

No. 4 0.0 84.4

No. 8 0.7 96.3

No. 16 39.3 97.3

No. 30 64.0

No. 50 80.0

No. 100 93.5

No. 200 99.4

Dry loose unit wt - 101.0
(lb/ft3 3)

S.G. (Dry Bulk) 2.60 2.91

Absorptions %1 0.56 0.96
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APPENDIX B

LABORATORY PROCEDURES FOR THE HIGH-PRESSURE PREPARATION

OF CEMENT AND FLY ASH COM4PACTS

A. PREPARATION OF THE POWDER M4ATERIAL

After the weight determinations for the proper proportions
had been made, the cement and fly ash material were each weighed
in separate containers and then mixed in a larger container. The
powder needed for each individual compact was taken from this
mixture. Generally 50 to 100 grams of combined powder was mixed
at one time, depending upon the quantity of compacts to be
prepared at that time. To provide for more meaningful data,
enough powder was mixed at this point to provide a series of
compacts for both the wet surface dry and oven-dried test
conditions for a given combination of parameters. The
percentage of fly ash in the mix also influenced the amount of
powder which was initially mixed, because of the higher
percentage of premature compact failures during the compaction
process with increasing amounts of fly ash.

The powder material was mixed with a glass stirring rod
until no visible segregation of the powder material existed. The
combined powders were placed in a closed container, and mixed by
vigorous shaking and tumbling.

Two other methods of powder preparation were not used for
this work, but deserve mention. One method is the mixing of the
powders for each individual compact. This procedure takes too
long, has a greater probability of error, and variation among the
individual compacts. The method recommended for future studies
is a one-time mixing of the cement and fly ash material which
would save a tremendous amount of time, permit mechanical mixing
and improve the consistency in the mixed powder.

Once mixed, the powder was weighed for each of the
individual compacts. This was done on a Sartorious Model 2442
scale which could be read to 0.0001 grams. The powder material
for each of the individual compacts was placed in a paper cup
coitainer until placed in the die.

It is very important that the weighed powder, as well as the
supply material, be protected from moisture in the air. Moisture
can have disastrous effects on the overall quality of the
compaction tests performed by affecting the powder weights
causing inaccurate density considerations, and forming premature
hydration reactions. For these reasons, all materials were kept
covered in a minimum moisture exposure condition until use.
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B. ADDITION OF POWDER TO THE DIE

once the die is assembled and checked (see Figure 5), the
ram is removed and the powder carefully placed into the die
chamber. The die is placed on a table or platform vibrator for
preliminary consolidation of the powder material. Once the die
and vibrating table are in the proper working arrangement, a
small glass funnel is placed in the die for the transfer of the
powder from the paper cup holder to the die.

The powder is placed in the funnel slowly and continuously
so that it does not accumulate at the neck of the funnel. Light
brushing of the paper cup with a small fine bristled brush while
it is held over the funnel removes all of the powder. Then the
die, powder, and funnel are vibrated by the table vibrator for
approximately 15 seconds or until the powder is uniformly
distributed in the die. After the vibration, the glass funnel is
removed from the die and wiped clean with a cloth.

* C. COMPACTION OF THE POWDER

once the ram is properly placed in the die, the spacer is
then placed around the ram. The purpose of this spacer piece,
as discussed in Section III, is to produce a constant nominal
compact volume at full compaction and provide for manual control
over the amount of compaction force applied to the powder
material.

The full compactive effort is reached when the spacer piece
is no longer free to move around the ram, because the ram head

* has cor'e into contact with the spacer piece.

With the ram and spacer piece in place, the die is then
placed in a press for actual compaction of the material. The die
has a spherical seat and washer which allows for the proper
distribution of compactive effort from the press through the ram
to the powder material.

The powder material is then preloaded with -a compactive load
of approximately 500 pounds (2.22kN). A loading/displacement
rate of the press platens of 0.05 inches (1.27 mm) per minute was
used for this investigation. once obtained, the maximum load
was maintained for 1 minute, then released.

D. REMOVAL OF THE COMPACT

Once the compactive force is released, the prepared powder
compact is removed and readied for curing. The extremely high
compaction forces cause the die segments to experience some
degree of radial displacement wedging them firmly into the clamp
ring. A puller bar is required to "break down" the die. The
clamp ring is freed by tightening the two bolts on the puller
bar. By tightening these bolts, a vertical lifting force is
applied to the clamp ring while the die segments are held in
place. once free, the clamp ring is then removed by hand and the
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four interior segments of the die are peeled carefully away from
the prepared compact sitting on the center hub. The prepared
compacts at this point are generally stable enough to be handled
gently by hand.

E. THE CURING REGIME

Following removal from the die, then measured and weighed,
the freshly prepared compacts are ready to begin the curing

. process for the desired duration. The fresh compacts, in gn
open Rontainer, were placed in a controlled atomosphere of 73 F

* (22.8'C) at 100 percent humidity for a period of approximately 30
minutes during which time they became acclimated to an abundance
of moisture for hydration. During this 30-minute procedure, the
container holding the compacts gradually collected water until
the compacts were immersed. The time at initial placement of the
compacts in the 100 percent humidity environment was recorded as
the beginning of the curing period.

The compacts were then removed from this initial curing
exposure and placed in supersaturated ;ime and distilled water
solution at a constant temperature of 70 F (21 +1- 1/2 C) for the
remainder of the desired curing period.
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APPENDIX C

POWDER WRIGHT DETERMINATION PROCEDURES

A. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Appendix is to cover in detail the
procedure for determining the amount of powder material needed to
produce a desired porosity. As mentioned in the report, because
of the principle on which the c'~e operates, the amount of powder
placed in the die chamber controls the resulting initial
porosity. From laboratory experimentation, the relationship
between the two was found to be linear, making possible the
determination and use of a simple factor accounting for the
variation in specific gravity of the fly ash material and the
amount of fly ash in the compact.

S. LABORATORY RESULTS

To determine the initial relationship between the weight of
powder material used and the porosity obtained, 10 experimental
trial series, consisting of three to eight samples each, were
prepared from the Type III anhydrous cement powder. The results
of these trials are listed in Table C-1.

The calculated initial porosities shown in this table were
determined with the following equation:

P 1 - (W t/(V t((SG c )(%C) + (SG fa )(%FA))) (C-1)

where: P.i is the calculated initial porosity,
1 stettlwih o h rprdcmat

Vt is the total weight of the prepared compact,

SG C is the specific gravity of the cement,

SG fa is the specific gravity of the fly ash,

%C is the percentage of the cement powder used, and

%FA is the percentage of the fly ash powder used.

Using the calculated initial porosity and powder weight
values shown in Table C-1, a linear regression analysis yielded
the following equation:

Porosity =-17.8013 (Powder Weight) + 71.2672 (C-2)
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where:

Porosity refers to the calculated initial porosity, and

Powder weight refers to the weight of anhydrous cement
powder material placed in the die for compaction, not the weight
of the compact after compaction.

The coefficient of determination (r) for this equation was
* 0.994.

TABLE C-i. PRELIMINARY DATA USED TO DETERMINE THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN POWDER WEIGHT AND CALCULATED INITIAL POROSITY

Series No. of Powder Initial Calculated
No. Samples Weight Density Initial

3 Porosity
(g) (g/cm )(percent)

P3 6 2.5386 2.3145 26.05
P4 8 2.7290 2.4136 22.89
P5 6 2.8469 2.4723 21.02
P7 6 2.4673 2.2814 27.11
P8 6 2.5939 2.3508 24.89
P9 3 2.3250 2.1870 30.13
PlO 4 2.6500 2.3875 23.72
P11. 3 2.3750 2.2186 29.12
P12 4 2.4200 2.2458 28.25
P13 4 2.7500 2.4392 22.07

Because of the excellent relationship between the initial
powder weight and the calculated initial porosity for anhydrous
cement powder, this equation was used to determine the powder
weights needed to produce a desired initial porosity condition

* for the various percentages of fly ash replacing the cement,
using factor which relates the weight to volume of the fly ash.

For example, if 2.8700 grams of anhydrous cement material
produces a porosity of 20 percent, the values of SC and %Fh in
Equation (C-i) are 1.0 and 0.0, respectively. If fly ash is
introduced into the system, a proportional specific gravity is
used to calculate the porosity depending on the percentages of
fly ash and cement in the system (with all other factors held
constant). The control weight of the cement may be adjusted by
multiplying a factor determined by:

((SG c)(SC) + (SG fa)(%FA))/SG c (C-3)

this will determine the powder weight needed for a material
containing a given percentage of fly ash.
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From these considerations, the following factors were
determined for the different percentages of fly ash as shown.

Percent Fly Ash Calculations Factor

0% Fly Ash (Cement Only Control) = 1.0000

10% Fly Ash ((3.13x0.9)+(2.75x0.1))/3.13 = 0.9877

20% Fly Ash ((3.13x0.8)+(2.75x0.2))/3.13 = 0.9754

30% Fly Ash ((3.13x0.7)+(2.75x0.3))/3.13 = 0.9631

When these factors were initially determined, Equation (C-l)
was developed from an intuitive approach by considering the
relationships between porosity, density, specific gravity,
percent cement and percent fly ash. However, the actual
mathematical derivation of the relationship between porosity,
density, specific gravity, percent cement, and percent fly ash
produced a slightly different equation. This derived equation
is developed in Appendix D.

From the laboratory results however, it appears that the
considerations discussed in this Appendix are adequate for
determining quantities of powder containing various percentages
of fly ash to be used in producing a desired target initial
porosity, provided the fly ash specific gravity is correct. For
actual initial porosity calculations, the derived equation of
Appendix D is the correct mathematical relationship and was used
for determining the calculated initial porosity content of the
compacts prepared for this investigation.
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APPENDIX D

CALCULATED INITIAL POROSITY FORMULA DERIVATION

A. INTRODUCTION

The calculated initial porosity is a measure of the volume
of a prepared compact which is void space before exposure to
moisture and subsequent hydration occurs. The determination of
this value depends on the specific gravity of the material, the
volume, and the weight of the prepared compact. This Appendix

• contains the derivation of the relationship between these
variables.

B. ONE-COMPONENT SYSTEM

A one-component system refers to the use of only one type of
powder material for the compact preparation (in this case, Type
III cement powder). Initially the compact has a total volume
consisting of the volume of cement (Vc) and the volume of the
voids between the cement particles (V ). The total weight
(W ) of the compact is the weight of ceiAmt powder (w ) composing
th compact. In equation form, these relationships gre:

t c air

Wt = Wc (D-2)

Dividing Equation (D-l) by the total volume (Vt) of the
compact, the equation becomes:

1 = Vc/Vt + Vair/Vt (D-3)

The ratio of V - /V is defined as the fraction of the total
compact volume whicR'fs oid space or porosity (Pi). Equation (D-
3) can then be written as:

1 = Vc/Vt + Pi (D-4)

Using the relationship of specific gravity, the volume of
cement (Vc) can be written as:

Vc = Wt/SGc (D-5)

where SG is the specific gravity of the cement material.
Equation fD-4) then becomes:

I = (Wt/SGc)(1/Vt) + Pi (D-6)
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Solving for Pi, the equation then becomes:

Pi = (I-(Wt/Vt)(l/SGc)) x 100 (D-7)

where Pi is the initial porosity of the compact on a percentage
basis. Realizing that Wt/V t is the density of the prepared
compact, the calculation of the initial porosity for one
component system is accomplished.

C. TWO-COMPONENT SYSTEM

Initially the volume of a prepared compact, in the case of
this work, is the volume of cement, the volume of fly ash and the
volume of void space. In equation form this relationship is:

V =V +V + V . (D-8)Vt Vc f i

Dividing through by the total volume Vt, the equation becomes:

1 = Vc/Vt + Vfa/Vt + V air/Vt (D-9)

Again the ratio V air/V t can be defined as the initial
porosity (P.) or void space as a fraction of the total volume.Equation (D-4) then becomes:

Pi = 1 - (Vc + Vfa)/Vt (D-10)

Concerning the weight relationship in a two-component
prepared compact, the total weight (W ) equals the weight of the
fly ash (W ) plus the weight of the ement material (Wc) In
equation fo; this becomes:

W t = Wc + Wfa (D-II)

Dividing through y the total weight (W 1, the equation becomes:

1 = W t/W + Wfa/Wt (D-12)

The ratios of the weights of the individual component materials
may be defined as:

%C = Wc/Wt and %FA = Wfa/Wt (D-13)

Also, using the specific gravity of each of the inidividual

components, the volumes of cement and fly ash can be written as:

Vc = Wc/SGc (D-14)

Vfa = Wfa/SGfa (D-15)
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Equation (D-10) then becomes:

P 1 - (l/Vt)(Wc/SGc + Wfa/SGfa) (D-16)

However, this equation is impractical, because only the
final density of the prepared compacts is known and not the
individual weight values for each of the two powders. In order
to have a more usable equation the following modification is
made:

Pi = 1 - (Wt/Vt)((l/SGc )(Wc/Wt) + (/SGfa)(Wfa/Wt)) (D-17)

As defined by the equations of (D-13), W_/Wt and W /W are
the known percentages of cement (%C) and fly ish (%FA) tt wight
in the mix used to prepare the compact. From this consideration
then, the calculated initial porosity of the two component
anhydrous system may be determined by:

P = (i- ((Wt/Vt )(%C/SGc + %FA/SGfa ))) x 100 (D-18)

where: Pi is the calculated initial porosity,

Wt/Vt is the density of the prepared compact,

%C is the percentage of cement by weight in the mixed
powder used for the compact,

%FA is the percentage of fly ash by weight in the
mixed powder used for the compact,

SGc is the specific gravity of the cement, and

SGfa is the specific gravity of the fly ash material.
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APPENDIX E

LABORATORY DATA

Complete laboratory data for all compacts are given in

Tables E-1 through E-39.
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APPENDIX F

LINEAR REGRESSION SUMMARY DATA

The purpose of this Appendix is to provide additional
pertinent data concerning each of the linear regression analyses
performed for this report. The data presented have been sorted
by the figure which contains the linear relationship in question.
Additional data presented include the units to be used for the X
and Y axis values, the slope of the developed regression
equation, the Y-intercept of the regression line, the number of
data points used for the equation development or degrees of
freedom and the coefficient of determination for each equation.
Linear regression data are given in Table F-1.
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